The article discusses two mutually incompatible hypotheses about the stochastic mechanism of generation of texts in natural language. The first hypothesis, the finite energy hypothesis, assumes that texts are generated by an arbitrary finite energy process. This hypothesis implies a logarithmic upper bound for maximal repetition, as a function of the text length. The second hypothesis, the strong Hilberg conjecture, assumes that the topological entropy grows as a power law. This hypothesis leads to hyperlogarithmic lower bound for maximal repetition. By a study of 35 written texts in German, English, and French, it is found that the hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition holds for natural language. In this way the finite energy hypothesis is rejected and the strong Hilberg conjecture is partly corroborated. Since the strong Hilberg conjecture implies asymptotic determinism of human utterances, yet another stochastic model of text generation is proposed.
Introduction
In a recent information-theoretic explanation of Herdan's law (Herdan 1964) , based on a relaxed conjecture by Hilberg (1990) , Dębowski (2011) supposed that texts in natural language may be modeled by a finite energy stochastic process, a probabilistic concept introduced by Shields (1997) . 1 This condition seems apparently justified since every uniformly dithered stochastic process, that is, every process in a sense uniformly contaminated by random noise, has the finite energy property-a generalization of a simple fact noticed by Shields (1997) . Moreover, the finite energy hypothesis is falsifiable. Namely, the maximal repetition, that is, the maximal length of a repeated substring (de Luca 1999) , in a text generated by an arbitrary finite energy stochastic process is bounded by the logarithm of the text length (Shields 1997; Dębowski 2011) . Hence if a faster growth of the maximal repetition is observed, the finite energy hypothesis must be rejected.
Indeed, a preliminary study conducted by Dębowski (2012a) has shown that in texts printed in English, the maximal repetition grows faster than predicted by the finite energy hypothesis. The observed growth is hyperlogarithmic, that is, the maximal repetition is proportional to a power of the logarithm of the text length, where the exponent is greater than one. This observation necessitates some (relatively minor) corrections to the original reasoning of Dębowski (2011) but the most important corollary is that texts written in natural language cannot be generated by a finite energy process. In particular they may not be generated by any uniformly dithered process. In information-theoretic terms it means that texts written in natural language cannot be formed by transmission through a noisy channel of a certain type without any correction after the transmission. In other words, there must exist some mechanism of eliminating the random noise that works during the composition of a typical written text in natural language.
The details of this mechanism are yet to be uncovered. The working hypothesis of Dębowski (2012a) is that written texts are produced in a different way than speech. Whereas mispronounced words in speech occur and cannot be revoked, written texts are often carefully edited. In particular, substantial portions of texts are copied literally in prefaces, afterwords, tables of contents, or legal notices. Dębowski (2012a) noticed that even when we delete such "singular" portions of texts, the remaining body of text still fails to exhibit the finite energy property. The process of intentional quoting of set phrases can be traced throughout the text. Self-imitation appears to be an important factor in the generation of text.
The process of self-imitation may resemble the idea of memetic cultural evolution, an analogue of biological evolution (Dawkins 1976) . The principle of that theory is that human mind tends to select and imitate previously encountered strings of symbols or ideas, according to their utility, regardless whether produced on its own or provided by the environment. It may be obvious that this process occurs heavily in music at the level of melodies or during language acquisition at the level of single words or grammatical constructions, cf. Bloom, Hood, and Lightbown (1974) . But the data provided by Dębowski (2012a) show that the self-imitation process operates on many length scales of composition and leads to surprisingly long literal repeats despite a conscious intention of not repeating long phrases too often.
In this article, we want to extend the results of Dębowski (2012a) by presenting some mathematical theory and providing more empirical data concerning German, English, and French languages and two kinds of unigram texts. The most important new results are that the hyperlogarithmic growth of the maximal repetition is language independent and some mathematically plausible explanation for the hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition can be Hilberg's conjecture in its strong version. We also include a more detailed discussion of finite energy processes and related concepts such as the entropy rate of a nonstationary process. Now, we request the reader to start looking at Figure 1 , where logical connections between various mathematical conditions discussed in this article are depicted.
Since the concept of Hilberg's conjecture appears again, let us explain what it is exactly. There are three versions of the Hilberg conjecture. First, the relaxed Hilberg conjecture, researched by Dębowski (2011) and formulated by Ebeling and Nicolis (1991) , Ebeling and Pöschel (1994) , Bialek, Nemenman, and Tishby (2001) , Crutchfield and Feldman (2003) , states that the mutual information between two adjacent texts of equal length is proportional to a power of the text length, where the exponent is less than one. Second, the original Hilberg conjecture, formulated by Hilberg (1990) , states that the Shannon entropy of a text is proportional to the same power of the text length. Third, the strong Hilberg conjecture, formulated in this article, states that the the topological entropy, that is, the logarithm of the number of texts with a strictly positive probability, grows as the same power of the text length.
The connections among those conditions are as follows. The original Hilberg conjecture implies the relaxed Hilberg conjecture, whereas the strong Hilberg conjecture and the original Hilberg conjecture are harder to relate. Moreover, the relaxed Hilberg conjecture is compatible with the finite energy hypothesis since there exist processes which satisfy both conditions (Dębowski 2011) . But the strong Hilberg conjecture is incompatible with the finite energy hypothesis since it can be easily shown that the maximal repetition for the strong Hilberg conjecture grows hyperlogarithmically. Thus the strong Hilberg conjecture can be a possible explanation for what is observed in texts in natural language.
However, some weighty problem with the strong Hilberg conjecture is that it implies asymptotic determinism of texts, a condition explained later in this article. Asymptotic determinism is a little investigated condition, potentially very interesting but usually not assumed in standard information theory. Hence some further research is needed to decide whether hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition can be equally well explained by a better understood nondeterministic model. In this article we will exhibit a simple process that is neither finite energy nor asymptotically deterministic and may feature a hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition but a rigorous proof of that hypothesis is in need, which is more suitable for a mathematical journal.
Nevertheless, we should not discard the strong Hilberg conjecture on a purely rational basis. Processes satisfying this condition can be some interesting models for memetic cultural evolution. According to this hypothesis, ideas like genes undergo selective replication with respect to their fitness. Drawing an analogy, according to the strong Hilberg conjecture, the number of different admissible texts of a given length is severely restricted, that is, there must exist some mechanism of intense and very selective replication of texts. Thus Hilberg's conjecture can describe a certain idealized equilibrium state in the cultural/biological evolution. This idea may deserve further research.
The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we review the finite energy hypothesis. In Section 3, we introduce the strong Hilberg conjecture. In Section 4, we compare these two hypotheses with respect to asymptotic determinism. In Section 5, we discuss mathematical properties of the maximal repetition. The following Section 6 concerns empirical investigation of texts in natural language and unigram texts. In Section 7, we present a nondeterministic model which may agree with the natural language data. The article is concluded in Section 8.
Finite energy hypothesis
By the end of this section we will introduce some hypothesis about the process of generating of texts, but first let us present some necessary mathematical concepts. A discrete (nonstationary) stochastic process (X i ) i∈Z is a sequence of random variables X i : Ω → Y on some probability space (Ω, J , P ), 2 where the indices i vary across the set of integers Z and the alphabet Y, being the set of values of X i , is finite or countably infinite. The condition on processes with which we will we preoccupied in this section is as follows. Let X l k = (X k , X k+1 , ..., X l ) be blocks of consecutive random variables and let |u| denote the length of a fixed string u ∈ Y + = ∞ n=1 Y n , that is, the number of consecutive symbols in it.
Definition 1 (Shields (1997))
A discrete process (X i ) i∈Z is called a finite energy process if conditional probabilities of blocks satisfy
for all indices t ∈ Z, all strings u, w, and certain constants 0 < c < 1 and K > 0.
In other words the conditional probability of any block drawn from a finite energy process decreases exponentially with the block length.
There are a few known examples of finite energy processes: IID processes (sequences of independent identically distributed random variables) and mixing (hidden) Markov processes (Shields 1997) , but the most important example for our considerations are arbitrary uniformly dithered processes. The mathematical model is as follows:
, has an identity element e ∈ Y, that is, e * a = a * e = e, and for each a ∈ Y there exists the inverse element a −1 , that is, a −1 * a = a * a −1 = e.
Definition 3
Let (Y, * ) be a group. A discrete process (X i ) i∈Z is called uniformly dithered if it satisfies
where (W i ) i∈Z is an arbitrary discrete process and (Z i ) i∈Z is an independent IID process with max a∈Y P (Z i = a) < 1.
This definition generalizes a model of a binary process uniformly contaminated by random noise considered by Shields (1997) , where Y = {0, 1} and * is addition modulo 2. In this example, process (X i ) i∈Z is formed from process (W i ) i∈Z by passing it through a binary symmetric noisy channel. Definition 3 generalizes binary symmetric noisy channels to a larger alphabet. It defines processes which are in a certain specific way contaminated by random noise. For a uniformly dithered process, we have this result:
Theorem 1 Any uniformly dithered process is a finite energy process.
Proof
Consider process (2). First, let K = 1 and c = max a∈Y P (Z i = a). Then
For strings w = w 1 ...w n and z = z 1 ...z n , where w i , z i ∈ Y, let us write w * z = (w 1 * z 1 )...(w n * z n ) and z −1 = z −1 1 ...z −1 n . Using the fact that (W i ) i∈Z and (Z i ) i∈Z are indepen-dent, we can further write
Hence process (X i ) i∈Z is a finite energy process. The contents of the finite energy hypothesis is that texts in natural language are sufficiently strongly contaminated by random noise so that the text generation process is uniformly dithered and hence it constitutes a finite energy process. Possible sources of this contamination can be both external (noise in the environment) and internal (transformation from thought to language).
Strong Hilberg conjecture
By the end of this section we will introduce another hypothesis about the process of generating of texts, but again let us begin with necessary mathematical notations.
Definition 4
For a discrete random variable X, the Shannon entropy is the expectation of minus logprobability,
whereas the topological entropy is the logarithm of the number of values with a positive probability (that is, the logarithm of the cardinality of the support set),
In case of a uniformly distributed random variable we have 0 ≤ H(X) = H top (X). Otherwise, we have inequality 0 ≤ H(X) < H top (X).
In the following, we shall specialize the concept of entropy to stationary processes. A stationary stochastic process (X i ) i∈Z is such that the distribution of blocks X t+n t+1 does not depend on the index t. Consecutively we may introduce this definition.
Definition 5
For a discrete stationary stochastic process (X i ) i∈Z , we define Shannon block entropy
and topological block entropy
We have 0 ≤ H(n) ≤ H top (n).
Since both block entropies are subadditive,
, the next definition also makes sense by Fekete's lemma, which assures the existence of the respective limits.
Definition 6
We define the Shannon entropy rate
and the topological entropy rate (Cover and Thomas 1991; Yeung 2002; Allouche and Shallit 2003) .
We have 0 ≤ h ≤ h top . There exist stationary processes, such as Thue-Morse process, for which H(n) ≈ B log n and h = h top = 0 (Berthé 1994; Gramss 1994) .
In contrast, the original Hilberg conjecture (Hilberg 1990 ) states that the process of generating texts in natural language is also stationary and satisfies h = 0 but
where B > 0 and β ≈ 0.5. By analogy, we may introduce the strong Hilberg conjecture, which states that the process of generating texts in natural language is stationary, satisfies h = h top = 0, and
where B > 0 and β ≈ 0.5. We are not aware of any explicit example of a process that would satisfy condition (14) or (15). We suppose that the construction of such processes is nontrivial. Moreover, conditions (14) and (15) are incompatible with the finite energy hypothesis since they imply h = 0 whereas we shall see in the next section that finite energy hypothesis implies h > 0. Let us mention that there exists also the third condition, the relaxed Hilberg conjecture, which states that H(n) ≈ Bn β + hn, where B > 0, β ≈ 0.5, and h > 0 (Ebeling and Nicolis 1991; Ebeling and Pöschel 1994; Bialek, Nemenman, and Tishby 2001; Crutchfield and Feldman 2003) . The relaxed Hilberg conjecture is compatible with the finite energy hypothesis since there exist processes, so called Santa Fe processes and some hidden Markov processes, which satisfy both conditions (Dębowski 2011 (Dębowski , 2012b (Dębowski , 2014 .
Entropy rate and asymptotic determinism
The entropy rate is a measure how much random a given stochastic process is in the limit. We will show that it equals zero if and only if the process is asymptotically deterministic. Although Hilberg (1990) supposed that the entropy rate of texts in natural language is zero, this idea is foreign to the standard information theory. Consequently, we would like to defer the idea that speech is asymptotically deterministic until the data clearly prove that we are wrong. Continuing mathematical results, we will show that no finite energy process is asymptotically deterministic. This may be another rational argument in favor of the finite energy hypothesis.
Usually, the entropy rate is defined only for stationary processes (Cover and Thomas 1991; Yeung 2002; Crutchfield and Feldman 2003) . Here, we want to generalize this definition to an arbitrary nonstationary process in a way that preserves some properties of the entropy rate for stationary processes. This can be done in the following way. For discrete random variables X and W , we define conditional entropy as
Definition 7
For an arbitrary discrete process (X i ) i∈Z , we define the entropy rate
It can be verified that formulae (12) and (17) define the same value for stationary processes (Yeung 2002 ). Now we can show that every finite energy process has a positive entropy rate.
Theorem 2
Entropy rate satisfies h > 0 if the process (X i ) i∈Z is finite energy.
Proof
By the chain rule for conditional entropy we have
Since the supremum of a sequence of values is larger than their average, we hence obtain
for each n ∈ N. Now, using the finite energy property yields
Letting n tend to infinity, we obtain h ≥ − log c, which proves the claim.
On the other hand, the entropy rate equals zero if and only if the process is asymptotically deterministic. We say that the process is asymptotically deterministic if each random variable in the process is a function of the infinite past.
Definition 8
Theorem 3 A discrete process (X i ) i∈Z over a finite alphabet Y is asymptotically deterministic if and only if the entropy rate satisfies h = 0.
Proof
For a random variable X i that assumes a finite number of values, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a function f i :
cf. Dębowski (2009, Lemma 4) . This condition holds for all i ∈ Z if and only if the entropy rate equals zero. In this way we have shown that finite energy processes are not asymptotically deterministic in contrast to processes satisfying the strong Hilberg conjecture, which necessarily are asymptotically deterministic. This also proves that the finite energy hypothesis and the strong Hilberg conjecture are incompatible.
Maximal repetition
It occurs that we can decide between the finite energy hypothesis and the strong Hilberg conjecture on an empirical basis. The distinguishing property is the growth rate of the maximal repetition. To discuss this phenomenon, we have first to define the maximal repetition.
Definition 9
For a string of symbols (a text) w ∈ Y + , we define the maximal repetition as
where s, x i , and y i range over all substrings of text w.
In the above definition, strings s, x i , and y i may be empty and overlapping repeats are admitted on purpose. For example, L(w) = 10 for text w being "Then burst forth the unending argument between the believers and the unbelievers in the societies of the wise and the scientific journals." because string "believers " contains 10 characters (9 letters and a space) and appears in the text twice, whereas there is no longer repeat. Properties of maximal repetition for strings have been studied by both computer scientists (de Luca 1999; Kucherov 1999a, 1999b; Crochemore and Ilie 2008) and probabilists (Erdős and Rényi 1970; Arratia and Waterman 1989; Shields 1992 Shields , 1997 Dębowski 2011) . In particular, an efficient algorithm has been found for computing the maximal repetition in linear time (Kolpakov and Kucherov 1999b) . A slightly less efficient algorithm for computing the maximal repetition, which we use in the next section, consists in building and sorting a suffix tree of the text (Ukkonen 1995) .
If the text is written using symbols from a finite alphabet, the maximal repetition grows unboundedly as we consider longer and longer texts. A lower bound for the maximal repetition can be given of the following form.
Theorem 4
For a discrete stationary process (X i ) i∈Z , where
inequality L(X m 1 ) ≥ n holds with probability 1.
Proof
String X m 1 contains m − n + 1 substrings of length n (on overlapping positions). Among them there can be at most exp(H top (n)) different substrings if X m 1 has a positive probability. Since exp(H top (n)) < m − n + 1, there must be some repeat of length n. Hence L(X m 1 ) ≥ n. Some simple corollary of Theorem 4 is as follows. If variables X i assume a finite number of values, say D, then H top (n) ≤ n log D and for a certain constant A inequality
holds with probability 1. In fact, for finite energy processes, there arises an upper bound on the maximal repetition which is opposite to bound (24).
Theorem 5
For a discrete finite energy process (X i ) i∈Z , there exists a constant C > 0 such that
holds with probability 1 (Shields 1997), whereas the expectation of maximal repetition satisfies
[Dębowski 2011, Lemma 2]. Law (25) has been studied in mathematics for some time. It was first proved for IID processes (Erdős and Rényi 1970; Arratia and Waterman 1989) . Later, Shields (1997) formulated law (25) under the assumption that the process is stationary finite energy over a finite alphabet. In fact, his proof does not make use of stationarity or finite alphabet, so these two conditions can be omitted as above. When the process fails to be finite energy, law (25) need not be satisfied. Shields (1992) demonstrated that there exist stationary stochastic processes for which the maximal repetition L(X n 1 ) grows faster than an arbitrary sublinear function of the text length n.
Some processes for which the maximal repetition grows faster than (25) are those that satisfy the strong Hilberg conjecture. Indeed, if we suppose (15), then using Theorem 4 we obtain L(X m 1 ) ≥ n for Bn β < log(m − n + 1). The latter condition holds in particular if log m = Cn β where C > B and m is sufficiently large. Hence we obtain
with probability 1, where α = 1/β and A = C −α . In particular, we have α ≈ 2 for the value of the exponent β ≈ 0.5 supposed by Hilberg. As we shall see in the next section, for texts in natural language hyperlogarithmic growth (27) holds indeed with α ≈ 2.
Empirical data for natural language
In this section, we will check how fast the maximal repetition grows for texts in natural language. Resuming the previous section, if we observe that the maximal repetition in a text grows faster than the logarithm of the text length, we may infer that the generating process is not finite energy, whereas the strong Hilberg conjecture becomes more likely if we observe hyperlogarithmic growth (27). As we will see, this happens to be the case of natural language. Let us observe that it is possible to investigate the concerned probabilistic hypotheses on two levels. In the first case, we assume that random variables X i are consecutive characters of the text, whereas, in the second case, we assume that random variables X i are consecutive words of the text. Respectively, we have to compute the repetitions in texts as repeated strings of characters or as repeated strings of words. We will test both levels. Moreover, we will show that the maximal repetitions in texts in natural language scale quite differently than for IID processes, that is, the unigram models of the text.
For the experiment, we have downloaded 14 texts in English, 10 texts in German, and 11 texts in French from the Project Gutenberg (http://www.gutenberg.org/). To make the finite energy hypothesis more plausible, we have removed legal notices, tables of contents, and strings of repeated spaces from the considered text since they contain long repeats, which dominate repeats in the proper text, cf. Dębowski (2012a) . However, we have not excluded prefaces and afterwords, which sometimes also contain long quotations but otherwise seem to be non-singular parts of the text. Moreover, using the statistics for the English texts, we have generated 4 character-based unigram texts and 4 word-based unigram texts (the texts have been generated via sampling with replacement rather than as random permutations). All so prepared texts are presented in Tables 1-5.
In the proper experiment, for each text, we have considered initial blocks of the text of exponentially growing length and the maximal repetition was computed for each block. We report the results in terms of figures and examples of maximal repeats. First, also in Tables 1-5, we have presented the maximal repeated substring in each whole text. For each maximal repeated substring, we give its length and sometimes short comments about its location: "close" means that the repeat was observed within a few paragraphs, "in quotes" means that the repeat was located within quotes one or more times. Further analysis of these repeats is left to more linguistically oriented researchers.
From the tables, we can learn that there appear repeats in texts in natural language whose lengths exceed a dozen of words. More quantitative data are presented in Figures 2 -5, where we study the dependence between the block length and the maximal repetition within the block for both natural language and unigram models. Figures 2 and 3 concern variables X i being characters, whereas Figures 4 and 5 concern variables X i being words. It can be seen that there is much variation in the data but let us try to fit some functional dependence to the data points.
In Figures 2 and 4 , the abscissa is on the logarithmic scale and the cloud of points forms a convex (∪) shape. Thus, on average, the maximal repetition grows faster than logarithmically. On the other hand, the clouds of points are concave (∩) in Figures 3  and 5 , where both the abscissa and the ordinate are on the logarithmic scale. Hence, on average, the maximal repetition grows slower than a power law. So let us try to fit the hyperlogarithmic function
where A and α are free parameters. If we obtain α significantly larger than 1, the investigated process cannot be finite energy. Since the distributions of L(X m 1 ) for fixed n are skewed towards large values, to make the finite energy hypothesis more plausible, we fit parameters A and α using the least squares method in the doubly logarithmic scale. In this way, we obtain smaller values of A and α than applying the least squares method in the linear scale.
It can be seen in the figures that the maximal repetition behaves quite comparably for texts in English, German, and French, whereas it is strikingly different for the unigram texts, for which the mean and variance of L(X m 1 ) are much lower. The fitted parameters of model (28) and their standard errors are presented in Table 6 . The unigram texts are a finite energy process, so parameter α should not exceed 1 in that case. In Table 6 , we see however that α ≈ 1.21 on the level of characters and α ≈ 1.14 on the level of words, where the second digit is significant. This observation needs an explanation, which we cannot provide at the moment. But the value of α is twice larger, α ≈ 2.6 on the level of characters and α ≈ 2.1 on the level of words, for texts in natural language. Hence we may conclude that texts in natural language, as far as we can extrapolate the data, are not generated by a finite energy process on the level of characters or on the level of words. Repeats as long as 20 words are expected if they appear at a distance of one million word tokens, which is close to the observed maximal length of a text. That the repeats can be so long may seem surprising but the empirical data, such as the examples in Tables 1-5, confirm this claim.
A simple nondeterministic model
The empirical findings of the previous section falsify the finite energy hypothesis and seem to corroborate the strong Hilberg conjecture, which may be a very simple explanation of the empirical data. But is it really necessary to accept the strong Hilberg conjecture? Let us recall that the strong Hilberg conjecture implies that texts are asymptotically deterministic. The exact meaning of this condition needs further investigation but the condition itself has not been considered in information theory seriously. Thus, in parallel, we should search for examples of processes which satisfy the hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition (27) but are not asymptotically deterministic. Here we will sketch a promising construction.
First, we should ask about examples of processes which are neither finite energy nor asymptotically deterministic. For this sake, it is enlightening to observe that the property of finite energy is not necessarily preserved by encoding the symbols of the process as strings of other symbols. Let us consider a coding function f : Y → U + , which maps symbols from alphabet Y as strings of symbols from another alphabet U. We apply this function to process (X i ) i∈Z , where X i : Ω → Y, to obtain a process (L i ) i∈Z , where L i : Ω → U, by equating
This procedure is called variable-length coding (Dębowski 2010) . In many cases it preserves the finite energy property. Namely, we have these propositions.
Theorem 6 (Dębowski (2010, Proposition 5.3) ) If function f : Y → U + is a prefix-free code and process (L i ) i∈Z is finite energy then process (X i ) i∈Z is also finite energy.
Theorem 7 (Dębowski (2010, Corollary 5.5))
If function f : Y → U + is a prefix-free code, the alphabet Y is finite, and process (X i ) i∈Z is finite energy then process (L i ) i∈Z is also finite energy. The claim of Theorem 7 need not be true if the alphabet Y is infinite. Here comes a counterexample. Basically, it arises when we have a Zipf-Mandelbrot law (Zipf 1935; Mandelbrot 1953 ) and a very redundant encoding.
Example 1
Let Y = N = {1, 2, 3, ...} be the set of natural numbers. Suppose that (X i ) i∈Z is an IID process with the marginal distribution following the Zipf-Mandelbrot law,
where α > 1. Since the process (X i ) i∈Z is IID and max n∈Y P (X i = n) < 1, clearly it is a finite energy process. Moreover, let the function f : Y → U + be a prefix-free code which encodes natural numbers as binary strings, U = {0, 1}. Such function exists if for instance |f (n)| ≥ 2 log 2 n (Elias 1975) . Here we will assume that the code is much more redundant, namely it satisfies
but the expected length of coding of variable X i is finite,
Conditions (31) and (32) are both satisfied for instance for
where γ > 1.
We will show that process (L i ) i∈Z from Example 1 is neither finite energy nor asymptotically deterministic. First we will deal with the finite energy condition. For this goal, first we observe that for any 0 < c < 1,
Hence
Exponentiating this inequality, we obtain
Thus for any K > 0 there exists an n such that
where l(n) = n i=1 |f (i)|. In consequence, process (L i ) i∈Z is not finite energy. Now we will briefly argue that the process (L i ) i∈Z is not asymptotically deterministic, either. Let us sketch the proof that under condition (31) the entropy rate of process (L i ) i∈Z is positive indeed. First, we have
Subsequently, applying the techniques developed in Dębowski (2012b, Section III), after some longer calculations we can show that
This proves indeed that process (L i ) i∈Z has a non-zero entropy rate, that is, it is not asymptotically deterministic.
In this way we have shown that there exist processes which are neither finite energy nor asymptotically deterministic. Further research is needed to check whether for some coding functions f (n) process (L i ) i∈Z from Example 1 can satisfy the hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition (27).
Conclusion
In this article, we have studied two hypotheses about a possible probabilistic mechanism of generating texts in natural language. According to the first hypothesis, texts are in a certain sense uniformly contaminated by random noise. As we have shown, this conjecture implies that the stochastic process of generating texts is finite energy. According, to the second hypothesis, the strong Hilberg conjecture, the number of different admissible texts of a given length is severely restricted, namely, the logarithm of it grows as a power law. In other words, the strong Hilberg conjecture assumes some mechanism of intense and very selective replication of texts. According to the presented mathematical results, the finite energy hypothesis and the strong Hilberg conjecture are mutually incompatible and can be tested by investigating the growth rate of the maximal repetition-the maximal length of a repeated substring in a text.
The empirical study performed in this article confirms that in written texts the maximal repetition grows hyperlogarithmically, i.e, the maximal repetition grows as a power of the logarithm of the text length. As far as we can extrapolate the empirical data, this falsifies the finite energy hypothesis and partly corroborates the strong Hilberg conjecture. Rejection of the finite energy hypothesis implies that texts written in natural language cannot be formed by transmission through a specific noisy channel without any correction after the transmission. Thus, some mechanism of reducing randomness must be at work during the composition of texts written in natural language. Our conclusion agrees with the simple observation that written texts are carefully edited, in contrast to human speech which is prone to errors and thus may form a finite energy process indeed (a hypothesis worth separate testing).
Considering the written register uncovers some important mechanism in the generation of text. The data that we provide in this article show that there may exists some selection and imitation process which causes literal repeats of very long sequences of words in quite ordinary texts, in spite of a conscious intention of not copying too long phrases verbatim too frequently. We see some analogies between this mechanism and the idea of memetic cultural evolution, a counterpart of biological evolution. Moreover, we think that further research is needed to provide some mathematical, for example, probabilistic models of this cultural evolution process as partly embodied by written texts in natural language.
Investigating Hilberg's conjecture may be a good starting point in this quest since this hypothesis assumes some selection and imitation mechanism and, more importantly, it explains the hyperlogarithmic growth of maximal repetition. But we have noted that the strong Hilberg conjecture implies asymptotic determinism. It is a good question whether texts in natural language are asymptotically deterministic indeed. If so, then the next question becomes why we have so big troubles in compressing texts down to the zero entropy rate. 3 If not, another question is whether a sufficiently good model of text can be provided by some asymptotically nondeterministic processes. Let us note that a completely different approach to mathematics of cultural/biological evolution has been proposed by Chaitin (2013) . In the search for a stochastic process that satisfies the strong Hilberg conjecture, a still unknown object, it may be fruitful to use his ideas.
In the future research, it may be also illuminating to contrast our observation for natural language with genetics, as suggested by Shields (1997) . DNA sequences are certain sequences that have been generated by the process of biological evolution, which, like human communication, may be conceptualized as a complicated stochastic process combining randomness and computational mechanisms that decrease the observed disorder. According to Chandrasekaran and Betrán (2008) , imperfect copying of very long sequences is the main mechanism of creating new genes. Hence we suppose that repeated strings in DNA are much longer than in texts in natural language. Although we have not found any article concerning the maximal repetition as a function of DNA sequence length, there are publications that concern tools for computing repetitions in DNA (Kurtz and Schleiermacher 1999) , topological entropy of DNA (Koslicki 2011) , and a power law for frequencies of repeated strings in DNA which resembles Zipf's law for natural language (Wang et al. 2008) . "Which now shows all the beauty of the sun And by and by a cloud takes all away!" (18 words, in quotes) Alexandre Dumas, Les trois mousquetaires "murmura Mme Bonacieux. «Silence!» dit d'Artagnan en lui" (9 words, close) Jules Verne, Vingt mille lieues sous les mers "à la partie supérieure de la coque du «Nautilus», et" (10 words) Jules Verne, Voyage au centre de la terre "D0 E6 B3 C5 BC D0 B4 B3 A2 BC BC C5 EF «Arne" (14 words, in quotes) Table 2 The selection of texts in French.
Text
Maximal repeated substring Jacques Casanova de Seingalt, Complete Memoirs "but not deaf. I am come from the Rhone to bathe you. The hour of Oromasis has begun.»" (18 words, in quotes) Thomas Babington Macaulay, Critical and Historical Essays, Volume II "therefore there must be attached to this agency, as that without which none of our responsibilities can be met, a religion. And this religion must be that of the conscience of the" (32 words, in quotes, close) Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex "Variability of body and mind in man-Inheritance-Causes of variability-Laws of variation the same in man as in the lower animals-Direct action of the conditions of life-Effects of the increased use and disuse of parts-Arrested development-Reversion-Correlated variation-Rate of increase-Checks to increase-Natural selection-Man the most dominant animal in the world-Importance of his corporeal structure-The causes which have led to his becoming erect-Consequent changes of structure-Decrease in size of the canine teeth-Increased size and altered shape of the skull-Nakedness -Absence of a tail-Defenceless condition of man." (86 words, in table of contents, undeleted by omission) Jules Verne, Eight Hundred Leagues on the Amazon "After catching a glimpse of the hamlet of Tahua-Miri, mounted on its piles as on stilts, as a protection against inundation from the floods, which often sweep up" (28 words, close, probably by mistake) William Shakespeare, First Folio/35 Plays "And so am I for Phebe Phe. And I for Ganimed Orl. And I for Rosalind Ros. And I for no woman Sil. It is to be all made of" (30 words, close) Jules Verne, Five Weeks in a Balloon "forty-four thousand eight hundred and fortyseven cubic feet of" (9 words, close) Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels "of meat and drink sufficient for the support of 1724" (10 words, in quotes, close) Table 3 The selection of texts in English (1).
Maximal repeated substring Jonathan Swift, The Journal to Stella "chocolate is a present, madam, for Stella. Don't read this, you little rogue, with your little eyes; but give it to Dingley, pray now; and I will write as plain as the" (32 words, in quotes in preface) George Smith, The Life of William Carey, Shoemaker & Missionary "I would not go, that I was determined to stay and see the murder, and that I should certainly bear witness of it at the tribunal of" (27 words, in quotes) Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain. A Biography "going to kill the church thus with bad smells I will have nothing to do with this work of" (19 words, in quotes, close) Etienne Leon Lamothe-Langon, Memoirs of the Comtesse du Barry "M. de Maupeou, the duc de la Vrilliere, and the" (10 words) Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island "we will try to get out of the scrape" (9 words, in the same sentence) Willa Cather, One of Ours "big type on the front page of the" (8 words, close) Jules Verne, Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea "variety of sites and landscapes along these sandbanks and" (9 words, close) Table 4 The selection of texts in English (2).
Maximal repeated substring Character-based unigram text 1 " u ti t r " Character-based unigram text 2 "e t tloeu " Character-based unigram text 3 "o d t eie" Character-based unigram text 4 "s ei er e" Word-based unigram text 1 "of that A for" Word-based unigram text 2 "was the of in" Word-based unigram text 3 "in of of the" Word-based unigram text 4 "of of of of a" Table 6 The fitted parameters of model (28). The values after the sign ± are the standard errors. 
Figure 5
Word-based maximal repetition on the doubly logarithmic scale. The lines are the regression lines.
